ABSTRACT. The Chen groups of a group are the lower central series quotients of its maximal metabelian quotient. We show that the Chen groups of the pure braid group Pn are free abelian, and we compute their ranks. The computation of these Chen groups reduces to the computation of the Hilbert series of a certain graded module over a polynomial ring, and the latter is carried out by means of a Groebner basis algorithm. This result shows that, for n 2: 4, the group Pn is not a direct product of free groups.
Introduction
The Chen groups of a group G are the lower central series quotients of G modulo its second commutator subgroup G". These groups were introduced by Chen in [Ch], so as to provide a computable approximation to the lower central series quotients of a link group. Although apparently weaker invariants than the lower central series quotients of G itself, the lower central series quotients of G / G" sometimes provide more subtle information about the structure of the group G. In this paper, we illustrate this point by computing the Chen groups of the pure braid group Pn, for every n ~ 2. Our results show that, unlike the lower central series quotients of Pn, the Chen groups are not determined by the exponents of the braid arrangement. 
The rank, Ok, of the kth Chen group of Pn is given by
and ek=(k-1)· ( n + 4 1) fork~ 3.
generating series ~ e tk-2 = (n + 1) . 1 -(n ' ).
(1-t) 2 4 k=2 J Throughout the paper, we use the convention (~) = 0 if p < q.
For any group G, let rk( G) denote its kth lower central series subgroup, defined inductively by r 1 (G) = G and r k+ 1 (G) = [r k (G), G] for k 2' : 1. The projection of G onto its maximal met abelian quotient G / G" induces an epimorphism rk(G) rk(G/G")
from the kth lower central series quotient of G to the kth Chen group of G. For 1 ::; k ::; 3, it is easy to see that this epimorphism is in fact an isomorphism.
In particular, the first three Chen groups of Pn and the first three lower central series quotients of Pn are identical. The lower central series quotients of the pure braid group were computed by Kohno, using Sullivan's minimal models technique. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/publications/ebooks/terms of the complement of an arbitrary arrangement was found by Brieskorn [Br]; and Orlik and Solomon [OS] subsequently provided a combinatorial description of the cohomology ring. These results suffice for the computation of the cohomology of G(A), since the complement of any fiber-type arrangement A is an Eilenberg-MacLane space. The factorization of the Poincare polynomial of the group of a fiber-type arrangement may be deduced from the fact that fiber-type arrangements are supersolvable, see [T] .
Alternatively, one can make explicit use of the structure of the group G to compute its betti numbers and Poincare polynomial. The group of any fiber-type arrangement may be realized as an iterated semi-direct product of free groups (see e.g. [ OT] ). In particular, the group of the braid arrangement P n = { Hi,j = ker(zi-Zj)} in en may be realized as
For a detailed discussion of the homology of iterated semi-direct products of free groups, see [CSl].
Both the direct product IIn = Fn-l x · · · x F2 x F1, and the semi-direct product Pn, may be realized as the fundamental groups of the complements of (different) fiber-type arrangements with exponents {1, 2, ... , n-1}. The above results show that the betti numbers, and the ranks of the lower central series quotients of Pn are equal to those of IIn. Thus neither homology nor the lower central series can distinguish between the direct product IIn and the semi-direct product Pn. (For 
Both these arrangements are fiber-type, with exponents {1, 4, 4}. Thus, G1 = G(A1) and G2 = G(A2) have isomorphic homology groups and lower central series quotients. These arrangements were introduced in [Fa], where it is shown that an invariant even finer than the ranks of the lower central series quotients cannot distinguish between (the cohomology algebras of) these arrangements.
Since the lower central series quotients of G1 and G2 are isomorphic, so are the first three Chen groups. Explicitly, we have B1(GI) = B1(G2) = 9, B2(GJ) = B2(G2) = 12, and 83(G1) = 83(G2) = 40 by Theorem 1.3. However, fork 2: 4, we have and Therefore G1 ~ G2 , and the arrangements are topologically distinct.
The ranks of the Chen groups of all the arrangements we have considered are given by a pleasant combinatorial formula which we now describe. For an License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/publications/ebooks/terms
We leave it to the reader to verify that this conjecture holds for all arrangements considered in this paper. Implicit in the above conjecture is the assertion that, for k sufficiently large, the rank of the kth Chen group of G(A) is given by a polynomial in k of degree maxxEL 2 {J.L(X) -1}. For the braid arrangement, this degree is 1, while for the arrangement with group G = IIn, the degree is n-2. An arbitrary degree may be realized by the group of a central 2-arrangement of the appropriate number of hyperplanes. For a more general context in which this assertion fits (the determination of the "lower central dimension" of a certain class of metabelian groups), see Baumslag [Ba].
The structure of this paper is as follows:
In section 2, we show how to reduce the computation of the Chen groups of an arrangement to a problem in commutative algebra. This follows the approach 
. ,xN]·
In section 3, we find a presentation for B = P~l P;:. This is accomplished topologically as follows. The A-module B is the first homology group of Mn, the maximal abelian cover of the complement of the braid arrange~ent.
A free A-presentation of B is obtained by comparing the chain complex of Mn with that of the universal (abelian) cover of theN-torus, where N = {;) is the number of generators of Pn (the cardinality of the braid arrangement.)
In section 4, a presentation for gr(B) is obtained. This is done by finding a Groebner basis for the module generated by the rows of the presentation matrix for B. The computation is much easier than one might expect: The theoretical upper bound for the degrees of the polynomial entries in this Groebner basis is doubly exponential in N, whereas the actual polynomials we find are at most cubics.
Finally, in section 5, the ranks of the Chen groups of Pn are computed from the coefficients of the Hilbert series, L:k?:O rank ( gr(B)(k)) tk, of the graded module gr(B).
Outline of the Proof
Our approach to the computation of the Chen groups of Pn follows that of Next, let E : zzN ~ z be the augmentation map, and I = keH be the augmentation ideal of A. Consider the completion of A relative to the I-adic topology, A = lim A/ Ik. Then, the Magnus embedding extends to a ring isomor- be the graded modules associated to the I-adic filtration on B and the m-adic filtration on ii, respectively. Then, the canonical map B ~ jj induces an isomorphism gr(B) ~ gr(B) of graded modules over the graded polynomial ring
Combining these facts, we can restate Massey's result as follows: License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/publications/ebooks/terms An immediate consequence of this theorem is that, fork sufficiently large, the rank fh of the kth Chen group of G is given by a polynomial in k. Indeed, this is just the Hilbert-Serre polynomial of gr(B), see [ZS].
Thus, the determination of the Chen groups of G has been reduced to the determination of the graded module gr(B). In order to achieve this, we first need a finite presentation, for the A-module B. In the case where G is the group of a complexified real hyperplane arrangement, we have an algorithm for doing this based on the "Randell
In the case where G = Pn, we find a simplified presentation for B in section 3. A useful feature of the matrix of 0 is that all its entries are actual polynomials in the variables A. This can also be done in general, by replacing the generators e8 of the free module Ab by suitable multiples A8 e8 , if necessary. Denote by J = Im(O) the submodule of Ab generated by the rows of the matrix of n.
It is now an easy task to find a presentation for the I-adic completion of B. A script that implements this algorithm using the symbolic algebra package Macaulay was written by Michael Stillman. We gratefully acknowledge the use of this script, and thank Tony Iarrobino for guiding us to it. Essentially, we must find a (minimal) Groebner basis Q = {g1, ... ,gc} for the module J, with respect to a suitable monomial ordering. Then, LT(J) has Groebner basis LT(Q) = { LT(gi), ... , LT(gc)}, out of which we can extract a minimal Groebner basis 1t = {h1, ... , hd}· Putting all these facts together, we obtain the following. 
where the matrix of E> has rows h1, ... , hd defined above.
In the case where G = Pn, we use Buchberger's algorithm to find a Groebner basis Q for J in section 4. The determination of the Groebner basis 1t for LT(J) 
The Presentation Matrix
We briefly sketch our algorithm for finding a presentation of the module B = B( G) in the case where G = Pn is the group of pure braids on n strings. For a detailed discussion of this algorithm in the case where G is the fundamental group of the complement of an arbitrary complexified real hyperplane arrangement, see
Recall that the pure braid group Pn may be realized as the fundamental group of the complement Mn of the hyperplane arrangement P n = { Hi,j = ker( zi-Zj)} in en. It is easy to show that the complement Mn may be realized as a linear 
• .
• ---> 2 ___, 1 ___,
where Co = A, c1 = AN, and c2 = AP (here p = b2(Mn) is the number of relations in Pn)· We specify the first several differentials of this complex using the "Burau presentation" of Pn (which may be obtained from the standard 
where uv = v-1 uv. The first two differentials of this complex are 
(f).
The chain complex C' = C. (T) is the "standard" A-free resolution of Z. The terms of this resolution may be described as follows: Cb = A, C~ = AN is a free A-module with basis { ei,j 11 :::; i < j :::; n }, and for k > 1, C£ = 1\ k Ci =A(~).
The differentials are given by
The natural inclusion Mn <......+ T induces a chain map ¢ : C ~ C' covering the identity map Z ~ Z. The map ¢ is not unique, but its chain homotopy class is unique. Clearly we may identify Co and Cb, so set c/Jo = id : A~ A. Furthermore, since H1(Mn) = H1(T), we identify C1 and q, and set ¢1 = id: AN~ AN.
Letting R denote a generic relation in Pn, we define c/J2 : C2 ~ q by
The proof of this result is an exercise in Fox calculus which we omit. Now define a map 1/J : Restricting our attention to the truncated complex C2 ___, C1 ---+ C 0 (which we continue to denote by C), we observe that the chain map ¢ : C ---+ C' is injective. Letting Q denote the quotient, we have an exact sequence of complexes C ---+ C' ---+ Q, with C' acyclic. Note that since Ci = C{ for i = 0 and i = 1, we have Qo = 0 and Q1 = 0. Passing to homology, we obtain Hi(C) = Hi+ 1(Q) since Hi(C') = 0. In particular, we have B = Hl(C) = H 2(Q). We obtain our presentation of B by modifying the standard A-free resolution of Z (i.e. the complex C') as indicated in the commutative diagram
where E denotes the augmentation map, d2 = d2o'lj;-l, d3 = 'lj;od3, 'Tr: C~ ---+ Q2 = q / Im( 'lj; o ¢ 2) denotes the natural projection, and
is a direct summand of C~, the quotient Q2 = span{ei,jej,k 11::::; i < j < k::::; n} is a free A-module, and~: Q3 ---+ Q 2 provides a presentation forB= H2(Q). Carrying out the various steps indicated above, we obtain 
When written in a suitably ordered basis, the matrix of n takes a particularly nice "block lower-triangular form." For example, the presentation matrix for Let J = Im(O) denote the submodule of relations of n. In other words, J is the submodule of A G) generated by the rows of the presentation matrix of n. 
PROOF. This is a straightforward computation. For example, (IN(J) ), the module generated by the initial terms of elements in J, has generating set {IN(g1), ... , IN(gc)}, see e.g.
[CLO], [BW].
It follows from Corollary 3.6 that the R-module J is generated by 91 uQ2 uQ 3 , where Yi is the image of Gi in Z [xi,j] under the assignment Ai,j c-t 1-Xi,j·
It will turn out that the required Groebner basis is the larger generating set, g = !J1 u 93 u 94 u 95 u !J2, where
foriE{r,s,k},{j,t,u}={r,s,k}andk<q::;n' Xk,qer,ses,k + Xr,ses,kek,q, Xs,qer,ses,k + Xr,kes,kek,q, Xr,qer,ses,k + Xr,qes,kek,q, -Xk,q (1 -Xs,q )er,ses,k + Xr, ser, kek, q, q)er, ses, k + Xs, qer, kek, q)er, ses, k + Xs, ker, kek, q, Xk, q)er, ses, k + Xk, qer, ses, q, X 8 , q)er, ses, k + Xr, ker, 8 e 8 , q, Xr, q) (1-Xk,q)er,ses,k + Xs,ker,ses,q fork< q::; n for 1 ::; r < s < k ::; n.
We first have to define a monomial ordering on our polynomial ring. Start by 
and extend this ordering to the graded reverse lexicographic ( "grevlex") order on the set of monomials in R. Recall briefly how this is done (see [ CLO] for details).
Let x"' denote an arbitrary monomial in the variables xi,j, and let deg(x"') be its multidegree. We say that 
,g
and that f reduces to zero modulo g if there is f can be written as f = a1g1 + a2g2 + · · · + acgc, with deg ( If 9i and gj are monomials, then clearly S(gi, gj) = 0. Thus, all the Spolynomials from Q3 U 9s vanish.
If the initial terms of 9i and gj have no variables in common, then S (gi, gj) reduces to 0 mod g ("Buchberger's First Criterion") . Thus, all the following S-polynomials vanish modulo 9: those from 91, those involving elements from "
. . ll Q3, those of the form S (gr,s,k, g~:~·.~·q) , and those of the form S(g~·.~·,'k, 9r',;1) with
Next, we find standard representations for the S-polynomials from gl U 93 U g4 U 9s not covered by the arguments above.
S (gr, s, b9; k · 9':, s, k + (xr,. 9r, s, k' S(gq gk, T, p, q) (gr,k,q gs,k,q) = Xr . (l'k,q _ gk,s,q It is readily verified that all these polynomials reduce to 0 modulo Q. The remaining S-polynomials are obtained from the ones above by permuting indices. We are left with computing the S-polynomials involving at least one element from Q2. For simplicity, let us write a typical element in g2 as ge1 + xe2, where e1 = er, ses, k, e2 = et, ueu, q, with { t, u} C {r, s, k }, and X = Xi, j is a (linear) monomial with indices {i,j} c {r,s,k,q}, but {i,j} r/.. {t,u,q}. Since e1 < e2,
and this clearly reduces to 0 mod g by Proposition 3. 7.
Now let Je2 be an arbitrary element from g n R · et,ueu,q· Notice that the polynomial f does not involve the variable x. Hence:
where fge 1 can be written as an R-combination of elements in g by Proposition 3.7. We claim that S(ge1 +xe2, fe2) satisfies the criterion mentioned above. Let 1-l = 1-l1 U 1-l3 U 1-l4 U 7-ls U 1-l2, where
fori,jE{r,s}andk<p<q::;n' Xs, kep, rer, s + Xp.rer, ses, k, ker, pep, s + Xr, pe, ., ses, k, Xr, kep, rer, s + Xp, ser, ses, k, ker, pep, s + Xp, se, ., ses, k, kep, rer, s + Xp, ker, ses, k, ., ker, pep, s + Xp, ker, ses, k, Xp, ker, ses, p + Xp, ker, ses, k, Xs, ker, ses, p + Xr, per, ses, k, Xr, ker, ses, p Yl, k> Y2, k, ... , Yl, n, Y2, n] , and consider the ideal J. . l~, 2 generated by Yl, pYl, q, Yl, pY2, q, Y2, pYl, q, Yz, pY2, q (Yl, q)Yl, q, (Yl, q)Y2, q (Yz, q)Yl, q, (112, q) z1, qZl, p, Zl, qZ2, p, z2, qZ1, p, z2, qz2, p License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/publications/ebooks/terms
